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Vietnam Motorcycle Trip from Hanoi to Perfume Pagoda - 1 day
01/Days

Hanoi → Perfume Pagoda (Chua Huong)

Vietnam motorcycle tour to the perfume pagoda, We always look for a nice place to drive, today it is one of
the most recommended motorbike tours around Hanoi so that you want to know details about the rustic
villages and to understand more about the Vietnamese culture and enjoy a peaceful landscape combined with
spirituality.
This Hanoi pilgrimage motorcycle tour takes bikers to visit the Perfume Pagoda or Chua Huong which is a vast
complex of Buddhist pagoda and sanctuaries built in the Huong Tich limestone mountains. It is also the site of
a religious festival that attracts a large number of pilgrims from all over Vietnam. The boat ride along the stream
is also the pleasure that should not be missed.

Itinerary Tour
Day 1: Amazing daily Vietnam motorcycle tours: Perfume pagoda
In the morning, we will start our Vietnam motorcycle tour a bit easy riding our bikes through the crowded city
to reach the suburb and then follow the national road 21B to go through the city of Ha Dong, Van Dinh, Te Tieu
... the Perfume Pagoda (60Km from Hanoi) which is known as one of the most important Buddhist religious
sites in Vietnam.
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The pagoda itself is built on limestone cliffs and can only be reached by boat and foot. Along the road, you will
have the opportunity to take pictures of rice fields, craft villages or have a coffee to wake up. When you get to
Duc Pier, you will leave your motorcycles there then we will take a trip one hour by boat in the Yen stream to
the perfume pagoda. Here is really a time to relax and enjoy the stunning rural landscape.
If you are a true Buddhist practicing, there will be a very nice stop at Den Trinh or the Register Shrine where
you can make some offerings to pray good things for you as well as your family. After a scenic cruise trip, we
will walk on mountain trails to visit the Thien Mu complex of the pagodas and temples that were built over the
centuries so it is probably a good time to enjoy a lunch at a nearby local restaurant before continuing our trekking
trip to the most important relic called the Huong Tich cave which is recognized as the most beautiful cave in
the region as well as the most sacred spiritual site for the Vietnamese.
Right here, you can free your mind, experience the beauties of stalagmites and stalactites, as well as the typical
cave pagodas and pray for your best life or until now you can climb the Thien Mu Pagoda by a cable car. You
can walk along the road or take a cable car to return to the Thien Tru dock where you will take a support boat
to your bikes parked here, we will return to Hanoi.
+ Distance: 150Km + Activities: Motorcycling, visit countryside landscapes, boat ride, enjoy local foods and
experience ancient pagodas.
The following list is the latest updated price for Vietnam motorcycle trips in 2020


Newest & Best Maintained Honda motorbikes



Long Experienced & Helpful People



Great Value for Your dollar



Unique & Hidden Routes, Customized Tours!



Flexible & Secured Payment



No Hidden Cost



Minimum Of Deposit ( The Balance can be settled in Hanoi, can pay by cash or credit card )
Price & Inclusion: only from 149 usd
Quality/Person

Medium

Off-road

Total price – from –
Booking now
to

1

199 usd

219 usd

x

Booking now
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2

179 usd

199 usd

x

Booking now

3

159 usd

179 usd

x

Booking now

4

149 usd

169 usd

x

Booking now

1. Prices for Inclusive Motorbike Tours in North Vietnam (Tour by Honda Motorbikes from 125cc to
150cc). Motorbike Tours Ho Chi Minh Trail Cost Higher.
2. Tour on new CRF250cc cost extra, please contact us to get the best price!
3. Tour with Spanish speaking tour guide cost Higher, please contact us to get best price.

What's Include
Above price includes:


English Speaking Tour guide/Mechanic / Photographer / Video Recorder.



Quality Japanese Honda Motorcycles with spare things ( Honda XR 150cc or Honda CRF250L ) CRF250L
cost extra.



All meals on tour (local Vietnamese food)



Accommodation ( standard hotel or home stay based on double, twins or triple shared room)



All fuel/Gasoline



Boat trips on Lakes or Rivers



All entrance tickets/ Permits to remote areas



Helmets/Gloves and Bright reflecting Jackets



Hotel pick up



Dirt on your SHOES and FACE or more
Excludes:



Travel insurance



Visa to Vietnam



Flight tickets



Gratuities, tips for tour guides/ drivers



Beverages & other personal expenses
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Important Notes:
+ Single stay will cost 20 USD extra/ day.
+ We provide support vehicle and driver with extra price of 150 USD/day/ truck upon request!
+ Ho Chi Minh trail motorbike tours will cost more. Please CONTACT US for more details.
+ If tours are not depart/ end in Hanoi then surcharge for bike shipping to/ back: 120 USD/ bike.
BOOKING CONDITION
> To secure your bookings we require a minimal of 30 % deposit. Balance can be made upon arrival
> The rider is responsible for any bank charges. ( surcharge 3,5% if you pay by credit card )
> The balance can be paid by cash or credit on the first day of the trip
> If you cancel the Vietnam motorbike tour before the departure date, you will lose 100% of the deposit.
> If you cancel the tour after the departure date, you will lose 100% of the total cost/ fee of the tour for any
reason.
> After departure, NO REFUNDS will be given for any reason, if you cancel the tour.
> A Damage Cost deposit of US$ 100 – 1,000 or more is required for each motorcycle for using in the guided
or self-guided motorcycle tours. In case of a self-caused accident, your own participation is up to US$ 2,000
or more.
“We promise to deliver the best balance for every single DOLLAR”

